SHARING
RESOURCES

Leadership During
Covid-19 Times
Listen
Podcasts
• FranklinCovey on Leadership with Scott Miller podcast
series on Leadership.
• Episode #98: Mind you Brain - practical and critical
advice for keeping your mental health in peak condition
in the midst of uncertainty, stress, and change.
• Episode #94: Achieving Results in Unpredictable
Times – unique and enduring insight to navigate turmoil
and uncertainty to achieve your highest and best results
in the midst of rapid change.
• APWA Mentoring, podcasts on Leadership and Management,
a series of panel conversations about a variety of contemporary
issues

Read
Articles/ PowerPoints
• Gallup.com: COVID-19: What Employees Need From
Leadership Right Now, March 23, 2020; How do you
lead and inspire employees amid a global pandemic that’s
creating anxiety and uncertainty everywhere?
• Forbes.com: Leadership in the time of COVID19, March
19, 2020; What should you do if you’re responsible for
a team, organization, or company in the face of a 21st century
pandemic?
• Bloomberg Harvard City Leadership Initiative: Leading through
a Crisis: Lessons Learned and the Road Ahead, May 26,
2020; Reviews key points on crisis leadership from session
eleven of the Covid-19 Local Response Initiative for city
leaders with Juliette Kayyem, Dutch Leonard and Jorrit de Jong.

continued on next page

Read (continued)
Blogs				
• The Russell Consulting Group blog: Adversity Reveals
Character: Leading Through Difficult Times
• Building State Capability Blog: Public Leadership Through
Crisis blog Series: offers ideas for leaders questioning how
they can help and what kind of leadership is required in the
face of a crisis (like the COVID-19 pandemic)
• COVID 19: Planning for Tomorrow’s Problem’s Today
• Public Leadership Through Crisis 1: Can public
leaders navigate high winds and big waves in
little boats?
• Public Leadership Through Crisis 3: Be brave, calm,
adaptive; there is no perfect crisis response
• You as a leader must be smarter than your brain
• Reorganizing to address the crisis
Books
•

The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People

Watch
Webinars				
• Massachusetts Municipal Association: Town Managers,
MMHR discuss supporting employees during COVID
emergency, April 10, 2020; The Massachusetts Municipal
Management Association and the Massachusetts Municipal
Human Resources association held a joint webinar to discuss
how the COVID-19 emergency is affecting the workplace.
•

The 7 Habits Coach: How to Deal with Change and
Uncertainty Webinar Series, based on the Stephen
Covery book, the 7 Habits of Highly Effective People,
FranklinCovey, FREE
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